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There is nothing wrong with you. You don’t lack anything. When you were born, there was a place inside you
that held the flawless essence of who you are. Innocent. Whole. Perfect. And it’s still there.

You didn’t just come from perfection. You live perfection. You are perfection. Wrapped in a human body,
experiencing a physical world, you take it all in. You chose this life because it is exactly what you wanted.
Every lesson and every still moment. Every stumble and every ascension. Every moment of pain and every
ecstatic revelation.

You—a perfect being—chose to live here—in this imperfect world. You wanted to know the physical universe
in an intimate way. You understood it as a concept, but you didn’t want to simply watch it unfold. You wanted
to live within it, as part of it.

Here, you can explore all the intricate ways energy moves and interacts. You knew light as waves of energy, but
how different it is to feel sunlight warm your skin. To see its energy bounce off all the other energy to create
images that you begin to interpret as colors.. shapes... your mother’s face... your own hands.

And there’s so much more than light. You knew of the energy waves that we interpret as sound, but now you
can know them as music. You can send your own sound waves out into the world with each cry, each breath,
each roll of laughter.

Your body grows. Your physical mind is bombarded with all the input of your senses. The more it experiences,
the more experience it craves. Fresh-baked cookies. Tangy berries. Pungent sweat and sweet perfume. A lullaby
sung in another room. A concert so loud your ears ring for hours. Desert sun and verdant rainforest. The silence
of a mountain path and the crash of waves on a stormy beach. The frosty smoothness of an icicle and the hot
skin of a lover.

For all it knows and learns and remembers, your physical mind forgets the perfect essence that your physical
body surrounds. It forgets the love it is and, instead, falls in love with the illusion. Your mind begins to believe
it owns these experiences. This is my body. My ability. My talent. My accomplishment. My money. My lover. My
child.

A great fear wells up. If you possess something, it can be taken from you. The imagined possessions become
unbearably dear.

The real you, still safe in that perfect place inside you, has always known that you can’t possess anything. Like
all the rest of the physical universe, possession is an illusion.

It comes to pass, as you continue your physical journey, that something beloved is ripped from your grasp. You
hold even tighter to what you have left, but then it happens again. And again. The losses brings anger and fear
and a deep, throbbing ache that feels like emptiness. You think there must be something wrong with you
because things that seem important are slipping away from you, over and over and over.

The pain is like a bottomless hole. You scramble to fill the emptiness with your imagined possessions.
Clutching them. Guarding them with a fortress of effort because you have forgotten that there is nothing wrong
with you. You don’t lack anything. Not a single thing. When you were born, there was a place inside you that
held the flawless essence of who you are. Innocent. Whole. Perfect. And it’s still there.


